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Ur - Wikipedia In this Procession were joined People of all Ranks and Ages, and of either Sex, with this Distinftion,
that the Youths led up the Rear the old People carried known by the Name of Paeans, while thole whom they called
Rhap/$diffs Conteit between that Goddess and Neptune, about giving a Name to the City of Athens. Palmyra Wikipedia The City of God Against the Pagans often called The City of God, is a book of Christian The book presents
human history as a conflict between what Augustine calls the The City of God is marked by people who forgot earthly
pleasure to dedicate . Book XX: the prophecies of the Last Judgment in the Old and New Origins of Judaism Wikipedia In classical antiquity, an oracle was a person or agency considered to provide wise and insightful counsel or
prophetic predictions or precognition of the future, inspired by the gods. As such it is a form of divination. Contents.
[hide]. 1 Description 2 Origins 3 Pythia 4 Dodona 5 Trophonius 6 Oracle of In Greece the old oracles were devoted to
the Mother Goddess. Names of Jerusalem - Wikipedia Palmyra is an ancient Semitic city in present-day Homs
Governorate, Syria. Archaeological The citys inhabitants worshiped local Semitic deities, Mesopotamian and Arab The
name Tadmor is known from the early second millennium BC . of people with Greek names, who did not belong to one
of the citys families, Byblos - Ancient History Encyclopedia The history of ancient Lebanon traces the course of
events in what is now known as Lebanon In Byblos, which is considered to be the oldest continuously inhabited city in
or the like, according to their city of origin, and called the country Lebanon. . The Phoenicians, being a cosmopolitan
people amenable to outside The Old and New Testament Connected in the History of the Jews and - Google Books
Result The fifty U.S. states have taken their names from a wide variety of languages. The names of 24 Of the fifty
states, eleven are named after an individual person. the Founding fathers or other great statesmen of US history: the
State of Franklin, confusion with the District of Columbia, which contains the city of Washington. The origin of
ancient names of countries, cities, individuals, and gods Teotihuacan /te??o?ti?w??k??n/, also written Teotihuacan is
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an ancient Mesoamerican city The original name of the city is unknown, but it appears in hieroglyphic texts from the
Maya region as puh, Since Toltec civilization flourished centuries after Teotihuacan, the people could not have been the
citys founders. Byzantium - Wikipedia The name by which God is called in the Old Testament is introduced in Exodus
a regional deity {to be confined to one country over which God had exclusive As creator and controller of history,
Yahweh could call a people out of Egypt and The City of God (book) - Wikipedia The origin of ancient names of
countries, cities, individuals and gods. By S. F. Dunlap Cambridge, Metcalf and company, 1856. 27, [1] p. 22 cm.
Nabataeans - Wikipedia Roman mythology is the body of traditional stories pertaining to ancient Romes legendary
origins and religious system, . Early Roman divinities included a host of specialist gods whose names were invoked in
the the novensides were later divinities whose cults were introduced to the city in the historical period, usually The
origin of ancient names of countries, cities, individuals and gods Byzantion or Byzantium was an ancient Greek
colony in early antiquity that later became Constantinople, and later Istanbul. Byzantium was colonized by the Greeks
from Megara in c. 657 BC. Contents. [hide]. 1 Name 2 History. 2.1 Emblem. 3 Notable people 4 See also 5 References 6
Sources 7 External links It has been suggested that the name is of Thraco-Illyrian origin. Roman mythology Wikipedia relieving them with a fleet of corn, to part with their god for it, which they could of that city called Rhacotis,
where it was worshipped by the name of Serapis and out to the people of Sinope the corn with which he purchased this
god of them. History of ancient Lebanon - Wikipedia Byblos was the ancient Phoenician port city of Gebal (called
Byblos by the itself the oldest of all cities the god El had founded it at the beginning of time, and to of the principal
articles in its trade, the Greeks took the name of the city as their of the region ended in 1725 BCE with the invasion of
the Hyksos people who City of God, City of Satan: A Biblical Theology for the Urban Church - Google Books
Result Babylon was a major city of ancient Mesopotamia. The city was built upon the Euphrates river The Babylonian
name in the early 2nd millennium BC had been Babilli or Babilla, increasingly viewed as an Oates claims in her book
Babylon that the rendering Gateway of the gods is no longer accepted by modern scholars. Thrace - Wikipedia This list
covers English language national capital city names with their etymologies. Some of Shkoder (10421385): The origins
of the citys name remain shrouded in . the Old Persian words for god and mountain respectively the name Baghkuh .
Ottawa: Named after the Odawa people whose name probably means Names of Japan - Wikipedia XI Library^ THE
OEIGIN OF ANCIENT NAMES OP COUNTRIES, CITIES, INDIVIDUALS, AND GODS. By S. F. DUNLAP. V
[From the Christian Examiner for July, A clear and compendious history of the gods and goddesses, and - Google
Books Result Assuwa is considered the Bronze Age origin for the name `Asia as the Romans later designated the area.
a catalogue of some of the most famous people, places, and events in ancient history. Phrygia was the mythological
birthplace of Rhea, the Greek Mother of the Gods and the City of Troy was made The name of. none The origin of
ancient names of countries, cities, individuals, and gods. by Dunlap, S. F. (Samuel Fales), 1825-1905. Published 1856.
Teotihuacan - Wikipedia Sodom and Gomorrah were cities mentioned in the Book of Genesis and throughout the
Divine judgment by God was then passed upon Sodom and Gomorrah and two The name Sodom (Hebrew: ?????
S??om) could be a word from an early the Dead Sea in geographic proximity to the ancient biblical city of Sodom. City
of God (2002 film) - Wikipedia Oracle - Wikipedia Names of Jerusalem refers to the multiple names by which the
city of Jerusalem has been known and the etymology of . Many scholars believe that his name is preserved in the name
of the city Jerusalem. . It is the base from which nisbas (names based on the origin of the person named) are formed hence the famous A New and Complete History of the Old Testament - Google Books Result (2,) The apostacy of
Judah and Jerusalem from God, 1121 : and sentence passed addressed to an ancient eastern people, in the worst period
of their history The Scripture commonly calls idolatrous churches and nations by the name of namely, the cities of Dan
and Bethel, where the golden calves were set up The Living Church - Google Books Result Ur was an important
Sumerian city-state in ancient Mesopotamia, located at the site of modern moon god, and the name of the city is in
origin derived from the gods name, URIM2KI being the classical Sumerian spelling of LAK-32. People were often
buried (separately and alone sometimes with jewelery, pots, and List of country-name etymologies - Wikipedia The
word Japan (or Japon) is an exonym, and is used by a large number of Bowing is noted in early historical references to
Japan. submissive people and the Country of Dwarfs legend as evidence that the little to be the direct descendent of the
sun goddess Amaterasu and the legitimacy of List of national capital city name etymologies - Wikipedia This list
covers English language country names with their etymologies. Some of these include The name of Afghanistan is
believed to be as old as the ethnonym Afghan, . of the islands fig trees or from the beards of the indigenous people.
Strabo derived the etymology from an Armenius of Armenium, a city on Lake List of state name etymologies of the
United States - Wikipedia The origins of Judaism lie in the Bronze Age polytheistic Ancient Semitic religions,
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specifically The two kingdoms shared Yahweh as their national god, for which reason The people of ancient Israel and
Judah, however, were not followers of .. Many nations will be joined to YHWH in that day: The question of YHWH
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